HIGH VOLUME, SHORT BALANCING CYCLE.
UNCOMPROMISED ACCURACY.

Featuring fast data entry and ease of use.

INTRODUCING THE B200S VIDEO WHEEL BALANCING SYSTEM
FAST PRECISION VIDEO BALANCING
SUITES EVERY AUTOMOTIVE TIRE TYPE

The B200S high performance wheel balancing system is ideal for all shops - small footprint complimented by the video display provides high end features in a compact design. In under ten seconds, the color display shows the location of any imbalance and identifies the optimal tape or clip-on weight location. The fast spin cycle provides accurate measurement with minimum cycles for fast results.

KEY FEATURES

IDEAL FOR ALL SHOPS
• Small footprint complimented by the video display provides high-end features in a compact design

INTUITIVE INTERFACE
• User-friendly interface where all functions are clearly marked with picture icons. Large digits for the amount of balance weight and bright indicators for weight position

ACCURATE AND QUICK CLAMPING
• With the included cones or the optional stud-hole flange accessory, clamping with the included Quick Nut is fast and easy

DATA ENTRY
• The B200S is equipped with semi-automatic data entry for rim diameter and offset

SHORT BALANCING CYCLE
• Extremely short balancing cycle of 4.5 seconds

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

• Part Number: EEWB556AS
• Rim Diameter - Manual Entry: 8” - 32” (20 - 81.3 cm)
• Rim Diameter - Semi-automatic Entry: 8” - 25” (20 - 63 cm)
• Rim Width - Smart Sonar: 3” - 15” (8 - 38 cm)
• Shaft Diameter: 40mm
• Shaft Length: 8.86” (22.5cm)
• Measuring Speed: 200 RPM
• Balancing Accuracy: 1g / 0.035oz
• Wheel Diameter Range: 8” - 42” (20.32cm - 106.68cm)
• Dimensions (D x W x H): 40” x 30” x 72” (101.6 x 76.2 x 182.9cm)
• Shipping Weight: 154 lbs (70kg)
• Power Requirements: 115V 1Ph 50/60Hz 10A

For more information regarding the B200S call 800.362.4618 (US) or 800.362.4608 (Canada)
www.johnbean.com / www.johnbean.ca